


Sedum mexicanum hybrid

Sedum  ‘Lemon Ball’

Look for this plant in all good 
garden nurseries.
For additional information and images 
contact:
Aussie Winners on (07) 3206 7676
Email: info@aussiewinners.com.au

Marketed in Australia & New 
Zealand by Aussie Winners Pty Ltd
Ph (61) 07 32067676. 
More information on this plant and
other selections is available from
www.provenwinners.com.au and 
www.provenwinners.co.nz

Wear gloves and wash 
hands after gardening.

Key Benefits 

Sedum ‘Lemon Ball’ is admirable for many uses in the garden. It is a perennial plant best 
grown in high light even full sun and is used in low gardens, green walls, hanging baskets, 
rock gardens, exposed patios and edging for beds and ground covers. Flowering is in mid 
spring and the flower colour is yellow. It is one plant that succeeds where others cannot 
survive with minimal attention.

Origin 

There are so many Sedums in the family, up to 600 in total which come from the Northern 
Hemisphere where the group has a wide distribution. The name Sedum, derived for Latin 
sedo means to sit as many species cling to rocks, cliffs and walls. Many selections and 
hybrids have been developed.

Uses 

As mentioned above Sedum ‘Lemon Ball’ is very versatile and has many uses most of 
which are listed under KEY BENEFITS. The plant grows 10cm to 15cm tall and spreads 
to 30cm wide. It grows best after the chill of winter is past. If trimming is needed make 
sure the chill of winter is past before you do the pruning.  Prune after flowering.

CAre 

‘Lemon Ball’ is easy to look after. Occasionally, maybe every 4-6 months a balanced 
fertiliser somewhat low in nitrogen can be beneficial.  During the summer heat keep plants 
moist, but keep on the dry side in between watering. Watch for occasional times when 
sucking insects arrive. Damage is minimal but best treated as per instructions on the insect 
repellent you use.

Another super selection from the team at Proven Winners.
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